Abstract. This paper presents a novel fast registration method for aligning the planning image onto each treatment image of a patient for adaptive radiation therapy of the prostate cancer. Specifically, an online correspondence interpolation method is presented to learn the statistical correlation of the deformations between prostate boundary and non-boundary regions from a population of training patients, as well as from the online-collected treatment images of the same patient. With this learned statistical correlation, the estimated boundary deformations can be used to rapidly predict regional deformations between prostates in the planning and treatment images. In particular, the population-based correlation can be initially used to interpolate the dense correspondences when the number of available treatment images from the current patient is small. With the acquisition of more treatment images from the current patient, the patient-specific information gradually plays a more important role to reflect the prostate shape changes of the current patient during the treatment. Eventually, only the patient-specific correlation is used to guide the regional correspondence prediction, once a sufficient number of treatment images have been acquired and segmented from the current patient. Experimental results show that the proposed method can achieve much faster registration speed yet with comparable registration accuracy compared with the thin plate spline (TPS) based interpolation approach.
Introduction
Prostate cancer is the second-leading cause of cancer death for American men [1] . External beam radiation therapy is often used for prostate cancer treatment [2] by spreading the treatment over a weeks-long series of daily fractions. Since the prostate is surrounded by healthy tissue that can also be harmed by radiation, it is important to maximize the harm to the cancer while minimize the harm to healthy tissue. In addition, for adaptive radiation therapy, it is important to adjust the treatment plan by updating beam intensities and shapes according to the estimated patient position and motion from the acquired images [3, 4] . All of these tasks need image segmentation and registration for prostate, as studied extensively in the literature.
In particular, image registration is able to estimate prostate deformation during radiotherapy. Thus with registration between the planning image and each treatment image, the treatment plan determined in the planning image space can be warped onto the treatment image space, and also the dose distribution map in the treatment image space can be warped back onto the planning image space for measurement of the actual total dose delivered to the patient after a portion of the treatment [5] [6] [7] .
To achieve this goal, the segmented prostate in the planning image should be fast registered onto the prostate in each treatment day or vice versa. However, there are two difficulties with current registration algorithms. First, due to the limited contrast of CT images around the prostate boundaries, it is very difficult for the intensitybased registration algorithms to differentiate the corresponding structures in the planning and treatment images [5, 6] . Second, it is also difficult to perform fast registration by using the conventional intensity-based registration algorithms [7, 8] , or even using the interpolation algorithms such as thin plate spline (TPS) [9] when the number of correspondences in the prostate boundaries or the size of region of interest (ROI) become large.
Therefore, in this paper, we present a novel fast registration method, which can learn the statistical correlation of the deformations between prostate boundary and non-boundary regions from the training patients, as well as from the online-collected treatment images of the current patient. With the learned statistical correlation, the estimated boundary correspondences can be used to rapidly predict the non-boundary regional correspondences between prostates in the planning and treatment images. Also, the patient-specific correlation information can be updated online to reflect the prostate shape changes during the treatment. The proposed method is detailed below.
Method

Description
Statistical shape-based segmentation algorithm [10] can not only segment the prostate from the planning and treatment images, but also obtain boundary correspondences between all segmented prostate shapes. To establish dense correspondences (or transforms) for the points around the prostate shapes, the use of correspondence interpolation algorithms such as TPS is needed. However, these algorithms are generally slow and not efficient for clinical application.
Actually, the statistical correlation between the boundary correspondences and non-boundary regional correspondences can be learned from a population of training patients, as well as available treatment images of the current patient. Then, this learned correlation can be used to guide the estimation of dense correspondences for the non-boundary regions around the prostate. In the following, we will detail this idea. In particular, Section 2.2 will first introduce how to learn the statistical correlation from a population of training patients. Then, Section 2.3 will introduce how to learn the patient-specific correlation from a patient, and also how to use the patient-specific correlation to gradually replace the population information for more effective interpolation of dense correspondences for prostate.
Learning Statistical Correlation from a Population of Training Patients
Training Samples: Given a number of prostate samples segmented from serial images of training patients, the boundary correspondences across different prostate shapes can be established by the deformable shape model [10] . Similarly, we can estimate the correspondences for the prostate shape segmented from the planning image of the current patient. In this way, we can use the established correspondences to warp the prostate shapes of each training patient onto the planning image space of the current patient, for obtaining the aligned prostate shapes.
Let 1, … , , to simulate possible prostate deformations for the current patient during the treatment. Then, by using a correspondence interpolation algorithm, i.e., TPS [11] , we can interpolate N dense regional correspondences for each deformed prostate shape . Accordingly, we can get many paired samples for boundary correspondences and non-boundary regional correspondences, i.e., , 1, … , ; 1, … , , where is the 3M-dimensional vector and is the 3N-dimensional vector. With this training set, we can first perform principal component analysis (PCA) to get a compact representation for the boundary correspondences by using all samples 1, … , ; 1, … , , as well as for the non-boundary correspondences using the samples 1, … , ; 1, … , as described in Equations (1) and (2) below.
(1) (2) Where and denote the respective means for and , with and as the respective eigenvector matrices. and denote the respective reconstruction coefficients vectors for and . Thus, each prostate shape can be represented by a small number of coefficients, i.e., a coefficient vector , and each non-boundary regional correspondence sample can also be represented by a coefficient vector . We can then estimate the correlation between the coefficient vectors and by using canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [11] .
CCA-based Prediction:
CCA explores the correlative structures of two sets of variables, i.e., and in our application. The canonical correlation is the correlation of two canonical (latent) variables, one variable representing a set of independent variables, and the other representing a set of dependent variables. The canonical correlation is optimized such that the linear correlation between the two latent variables is maximized. Mathematically, CCA extracts the correlated modes between vectors and by seeking a set of transformation vector pairs, and , which yields the canonical variates and with maximum correlation as follows: (3) (4) With estimation of canonical variates and , we can estimate their correlation and use it for prediction. For instance, given a new prostate shape segmented from a new treatment image of the current patient at t-th time-point , we can first obtain its PCA-based coefficient vector according to Equation (1), and then obtain the corresponding canonical variates using Equation (3) . The estimation of the canonical variates is in the canonical space. The linear regression is used for the estimation of from [11] . Then, we can estimate the coefficient vector for the non-boundary regional correspondences using Equation (4) , and use the reversed PCA to eventually estimate the regional correspondences for the prostate in the new treatment image by Equation (2).
Refining Interpolation of Dense Correspondences by Patient-Specific Information
For each treatment image of the current patient, we can first segment the prostate shape, and then establish the correspondences between the prostate in the planning image and the prostate in the treatment image. The new pairs of correspondences in the prostate boundaries and the non-boundary region around the prostate can be used to train a patient-specific correlation model between the deformations of the prostate boundaries and non-boundary regions. Since this model is more patient specific, its contribution should become larger than that from the population of training patients, once enough treatment images have been collected from the current patient. Assume that we have 1 segmented prostate images 1, … , 1 from the current patient . Then, we can obtain their aligned prostate shapes 1, … , 1 in the planning image ( ) space, the mean prostate shape ∑ 1 ⁄ , the residual deformation , and eventually all possible patient-specific prostate deformations for the current patient, i.e., 1, … , 1 . Similarly, the respective non-boundary regional correspondences 1, … , 1 can also be obtained with TPS. In this way, we can obtain a set of patient-specific samples, , 1, … , 1 , to train a patient-specific correlation model, as done for the training patients in Section 2.2. Accordingly, our strategy for collecting the statistical correlation and predicting the dense correspondences for the current patient at the t-th time point can be described in Equation (5) . We can initially rely more on the population-based correlation model, and then gradually reduce its contribution with the collection of more and more patient-specific information.
Here, denotes the non-boundary regional correspondences predicted by the population-based correlation model as described in Section 2.2, while denotes the correspondences predicted by the patient-specific correlation model learned from 1 treatment images of the current patient. The term is not existent for several initial treatment images, simply because the available segmented prostate images for the specific patient are not sufficient to train a statistical correlation model. We can actually begin to train the patient-specific statistical correlation model once time-point images have been obtained. Here, is the minimal number of treatment images for the current patient, and 3 is used in our study. Afterward, we can gradually increase the weight of term and simultaneously decrease the weight of term , as more and more new treatment images of the current patient are collected. This can be achieved by defining parameter according to Equation (6). If we have more than treatment images from the same patient, we can stop using the population-based estimation term , since the patient-specific correlation collected from over treatment images is enough to predict the non-boundary regional correspondence.
Our method for fast correspondence interpolation is summarized as follows:
1) Use the deformable segmentation method to segment prostate from the planning image of a patient under treatment. 2) Linearly align all prostate shape samples of training patients onto the planning image space of the current patient, and then use the aligned samples to learn a population-based correlation model, for capturing the relation between the boundary correspondences and the non-boundary regional correspondences of prostate. 3) For each new treatment image acquired from the current patient, we will first segment the prostate and establish its boundary correspondences with that in the planning image. Then, with the population-based correlation model as well as the established correspondences on the prostate boundary, we can estimate the nonboundary regional correspondences in the prostate of the current patient. 4) With segmentation of more treatment images, we can use them to learn a patientspecific correlation model, to work with the population-based correlation model for correspondence prediction. Once a sufficient number of the treatment images are segmented, the patient-specific correlation model can take over the task for correspondence prediction, without using the population-based correlation model.
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Speed:
The above results demonstrate that our online correspondence interpolation method performs comparable to TPS. For comparing the speed, we load the same prostate boundary landmarks and correspondences into our method and TPS [13] to estimate the dense deformations. As shown in 
Conclusion
We have presented a new fast registration for aligning prostates in the planning image and each treatment image of a patient during radiotherapy, by learning the statistical correlation of the deformations between prostate boundaries and non-boundary regions from both population and patient data. The patient-specific statistical correlation is online-and-incrementally learned from the previous treatment image of the current patient. For the initial treatment images, the population-based statistical correlation plays major function for statistically predicting the dense regional correspondence. As more and more segmented prostate images are obtained from the current patient, the patient-specific statistical correlation starts to take an important role for predicting the dense regional correspondences. Experimental results on real patient data show that our method can produce comparable accuracy as TPS, but it performs much faster than TPS. In the future, we will incorporate our method into the whole pipeline for prostate segmentation and registration, and will further test its overall performance and speed as well.
